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1
Story OF THE
Volunteer Action
Committee AT
New Toronto Street
Food Bank
THE
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DAILY BREAD FOOD BANK aspires to meet the needs of

individuals who are living in poverty within an environment of
deep dignity and respect. To achieve this goal, we are constantly
working to improve our services at our New Toronto Street
Food Bank (NTSFB) in order to provide clients with a positive
experience:

WE HAVE DEVELOPED

WE PROVIDE INFORMATION

WE STRIVE TO HAVE

a shopping model of service

and referral services for our clients who

the majority of our volunteer

that allows clients to have as

need assistance with issues beyond the

team made up of clients

much autonomy as possible

scope of our food program, including

who use the food bank,

around their food choices.

physical and mental health care,

transitioning the program to

government benefits, employment,

a more peer-led model.

housing, and legal supports,
among others.

The act of giving is powerful and fortifying for

— to demonstrate our trust in their abilities and

the giver, and it is our goal to have our program

knowledge.

become a site of community-building, where
clients receive more than just access to food;

The committee met bi-weekly to discuss the

they also are able to participate more fully in the

program, identify issues and make plans for taking

program, to build skills, confidence, friendship and

action. When they began, we immediately saw a

community while giving back and applying their own

change in their relationship to the program: they

knowledge, expertise and passion to the program.

became more energized and motivated to take
action on improving a program that they felt more

In 2015, we created the Volunteer Action Committee

deeply connected to.

(VAC) in order to provide a more structured avenue
for sharing power with our brilliant volunteers —

Prior to this, our NTSFB volunteers had

especially those with experience using the program

opportunities to gain experience in customer
5

service, intake and assessment, and interpersonal

and guidance to fellow volunteers, including those

skill development, including crisis management.

with less experience. By having a rotating leadership

As members of the VAC, volunteers are also

position in the food bank, volunteers have the

learning about group dynamics, anti-oppression,

opportunity to learn from each others’ diverse

organizational structure, project planning and

strengths and leadership styles, and to build their

implementation, strategic planning, and more.

own skills and confidence while strengthening the
program.

For many of our VAC members this is the first time
they have participated in an advocacy group or
committee, where they consult the community,

Power dynamics in a food
bank: How training can help

work together to identify positive changes, and
take action together. It is our hope that through

At Daily Bread Food Bank, we believe that food is

this experience they will gain the confidence and

a human right. Although we may not realize how

experience to continue working for social change,

much power we carry in our role, as volunteers and

deepening their advocacy skills and engagement in

staff members we act as gatekeepers of food and as

their communities.

such have enormous power and control of how food
is distributed. There is an inherent power dynamic

In September 2016, the VAC conducted research

and it can be a humiliating and disempowering

into best practices at food programs in the GTA

experience for those who are in the position of

where they observed and conducted in-depth

asking for help with such a basic need as food.

interviews with program coordinators at 6 Daily
Bread Food Bank member agency programs and

Anti-oppression training is invaluable when it comes

7 social services agencies with peer-led models.

to building an awareness of the power dynamics

(See Appendix F for the report created from their

operating in our programs, and challenging some

research findings). For most of the team, this was

of our own biases. These biases can show up in a

their first experience being involved in a research

multitude of ways in the day-to-day workings of

project and it was clear that they were energized

our program.

and challenged. They were able to gain a deeper
understanding and wider lens on the general

Beyond ensuring volunteers and staff take part in

challenges facing food banks and peer-led social

anti-oppression trainings, another powerful way to

services, and the opportunities for positive change.

create a safer and more equitable space in your
program is to recruit clients who use your food bank

Today, the VAC is building leadership in our
program by taking on rotating roles of serving as
Team Leaders when NTSFB is open to the public.
They serve as an easily identifiable point of contact
for clients accessing the food bank who may need
additional support, or have questions, concerns, or
feedback. They also provide collaborative support
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to volunteer on your team.

2
Client-Volunteers
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Why have client-volunteers?

for assistance if they are in need of anything. We
also have formal systems of food distribution to

• The people who use a service are in the best

position to know what will make that service
better.
• The power dynamic involved in being a “giver

of food” and “receiver of food” is equalized
when the giver has had the experience of
receiving
• Volunteering provides an opportunity for

clients’ self-empowerment that is, the
recognition they can give back and have
something to offer
• The communities we serve are better reflected

in the service we offer when clients are also
volunteers
• De-escalation efforts are often improved with

peer-to-peer communication

volunteers that include a casual “check-out” process
where volunteers show staff their selections, and
staff ensure they got what they needed.
Favouritism

FEAR: Clients will give extra food to their friends.
RESPONSE: Creative yet practical strategies can
be used to ensure that we aren’t putting volunteers
in a position where they will feel pressured to make
exceptions for friends in the neighborhood.
One way we do this is by having clear guidelines
on how food is rationed, and having a designated
person be the one who can provide exceptions to
people whose situation calls for an exception (such
as an extra yogurt for someone on antibiotics, for
example). This is our Team Leader:a VAC volunteer

Common misconceptions
about employing clientvolunteers
Fear of food theft

FEAR: People who need food support can’t be
trusted not to take extra food while they volunteer.
RESPONSE: At NTSFB and Allan Gardens (which
is almost 100% client-run) we continually build a
culture of trust which makes it incredibly rare for
a volunteer to ever take more than their fair share
of food. When individuals feel supported and
trusted, they take care to keep that trust. We
emphasize the importance of trust during our
volunteer orientation process.
Our strong relationships also make it possible for our
volunteers to feel comfortable asking a staff member
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who is visible in the program and whose job is to
oversee and support everyone. We rotate this role to
ensure fairness and equity.
Lack of Commitment or Work Ethic

FEAR: Our clients won’t be reliable to show up on
time, and/or aren’t able to work hard.
RESPONSE: People with different abilities bring
different strengths to our program. For example, a
single mother who has to leave early to pick up her
kids brings a deep understanding of the struggles
of other single parents. Sometimes we misinterpret
the daily struggle, as a lack of commitment, and
we believe this is a mistake: the client volunteer, is
ultimately a strength. At NTSFB, we strive to build a
diverse team of volunteers who bring a diverse set of
strengths and lived experience: one-size-fits-all is not
an equitable approach.

3
Volunteer
Action
Committees
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What is the VAC?

Benefits of having a VAC
at your agency

The Volunteer Action Committee is a group of
dedicated food program volunteers who have
decision-making power on how the program is run,
and are supported by program staff. They meet
regularly to make decisions and take action with the
goal of improving the service and overall experience
of the food program for everyone.
The VAC is about listening: they actively seek
feedback from clients so they can learn where
changes are needed. They do this through informal
conversations, a suggestion box, focus groups, and
more.
In our food programs, we encourage and prioritize
the leadership of our volunteers who also have
experience using our services.

• Increased volunteer engagement makes for

happier volunteers whose skills are valued
• When volunteers have more ownership

over the program, they look at it in a new
way, bring new ideas for improvements and
dramatically decrease the work of making
change
• The agency benefits from a larger pool of

resources
• It provides a more enriching volunteer

experience
• Clients are more knowledgeable about other

services that can strengthen your program’s
ability to make quality referrals.
• Clients, staff and volunteers can gain deeper

insight into what quality service delivery looks
like
• With the VAC’s support the Program

Coordinator is more available for crisis
intervention
• Many hands make light work:as a Program

Coordinator working with a VAC, you will
benefit from having more eyes on the
situation
• Diverse viewpoints make for better and more

creative solutions
• You will enjoy an increased level of

engagement and energy from your
volunteers.
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How to develop a VAC

1. Plant the seed
Talk to your volunteers about this guide,
show it to them, and/or start conversations
about the possibility of having more volunteer
leadership and ownership in your program.

4. Make some decisions
Decide about the makeup of your group,
how often you will meet, how decisions will be
made, etc. You may wish to create a Terms Of
Reference (TOR) document (see Appendix A).

2. Set a time
In consultation with your volunteers, set a
time for your first meeting. If your volunteer
team has clear leaders among them, consider
speaking with these individuals beforehand so
they can have a greater role and voice in the
first meeting.

5. Figure out the details
Decide how you will record and track
what you do. Will you have action forms and
keep minutes? Who will keep the minutes?
Who will receive the action forms?
(see Appendix C & D)

After your initial meeting you should all walk away
with the beginnings of a team with some shared
goals and vision. Build on shared areas of interest
in the beginning. You may even want to start small
so that the group can work on bringing something
to completion in a relatively short time frame (some
goals may take much longer, so be strategic).

3. Set the agenda
Set the agenda for your first meeting with
the volunteers (see Appendix B)

At NTSFB we started with developing a TOR. It took
a few months of work, but once we were finished we
had a clear sense of direction. We immediately went
to work on our methods of receiving feedback and
developed our Communication Board, deciding how
to manage questions we received, how it should
look, signage we wanted etc. That first project
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has continued to have a concrete impact on the
program.

Staff support
As the staff person, your role is to facilitate the
group but not to run it. Your volunteers have a
deep understanding of your program, and if they
are client-volunteers they will have an even deeper
understanding and an important perspective. Your
VAC members won’t be able to gain confidence in
their knowledge and ability until you step back and
show that you trust their expertise.
Your role:
• Encourage participation from everyone; keep

an eye on the dynamics in the group and
try and make sure there is space for quieter
volunteers to have a say, and encourage
your more outspoken volunteers to do more
listening.
• Especially encourage participation from

client-volunteers, including recruitment and
participation in meetings. Remember that
if you are experiencing under-participation
from client-volunteers, it is a signal that there
is something about the group or the way it’s
working that is making it harder for them to
participate. Talk to your volunteers about
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what would make the group feel safer and
easier for them. Make sure the meeting time
and format works for everyone.
• Reframe judgemental views in a way that

encourages curiosity and invites empathy and
understanding.
• Bring an anti-oppressive lens to the group,

and guide the group towards a deeper
understanding of oppression and how it
operates within the program and within the
group itself. Get in touch with Daily Bread’s
training team to learn more about antioppression, and be sure that you and other
leaders in your program have attended Daily
Bread’s Anti-Oppression 101 workshop.
• Be available to your VAC group as well as

meeting with participants individually for
support and mentoring.
• Highlight the impact your VAC has on your

program.
• Offer praise, gratitude and support. Let

volunteers know the positive impact the VAC
is having on the program.
• Do more listening than talking.

Reframe judgemental views
in a way that encourages
curiosity and invites empathy
and understanding.
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Building consensus
opinions are given importance, we utilize a

Understand your program:
Participatory Program
Evaluation (PPE)

consensus-based decision-making model in our

Along with this toolkit we are providing you with a

VAC. What this means is that we spend time

copy of the Participatory Program Evaluation (PPE)

listening to each other and respecting each other’s

guide (see Appendix G). The best way to find out

investment. Decisions are not acted upon until

what changes are needed at our programs is to

we have quorum consensus. The extra time spent

solicit recommendations from the people who use

talking things out until we all come to agreement

it, and the PPE guide shows you step by step how

pays off in deepened community relationships.

to do this in a structured way that engages the

To ensure a democratic process where everyone’s

community you serve.
Non-consensus models often result in “winners” and
“losers” and can lead to in-groups. The consensus

Daily Bread conducts a Participatory Program

model is based in relationship building so that the

Evaluation every two years at our on-site food bank

group/community might move ahead together.

(New Toronto Street Food Bank) and our downtown
location (Allan Gardens Food Bank). We have

If you’d like more information on consensus

responded to feedback and information gathered

building, we have included a resource we have

through this process -- some of which was surprising

found extremely helpful: Tree Bressen’s article

-- by making structural changes to improve our

Consensus Basics Appendix E in this Toolkit. In the

programs.

early days of our VAC we shared this article with the
group and found it had a positive effect: it showed

We highly encourage you to use this tool to get a

us an alternate way to make decisions that reflected

view of your program through the eyes of those

the deep values of relationship and mutual respect.

who use it.
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Now that you have food bank
clients working the program …
You can expect to see a community that’s more
engaged and less reactive. When the community sees
one of their own being involved in the process of food
delivery they will take notice. As your efforts grow, so
will the trust of the community.
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A word from NTSFB’s staff

help unload the truck, or sweep the entryway, take

From Sangye:

When I consider time spent nurturing volunteers

As the Program Manager of NTSFB I still remember

my own, there is no comparison as to which feels

my first few months. People didn’t know me and

better and makes more sense.

that first step to begin or expand their involvement.
versus the time I spent trying to figure things out on

had no reason to trust that I had their best interests
in mind. Some tested me: a few tried to convince

If you would like to learn more, reach out to your

me that my boss said they could take extras of

Community Engagement Coordinator for further

items like milk; others called me names and directly

support, or feel free to contact me directly.

challenged my authority.
Sangyé Chöga Martin RSSW
Now a few years later we have more food bank

Food Programs Coordinator

clients volunteering in the program and a committee

Daily Bread Food Bank

of empowered volunteers. The community has

416.203.0050 x269 | F-416.203.0049

watched this development and now the things I hear

sangye@dailybread.ca

people say have a very different feel:

“Thank you for the good work you do.”
“I really appreciate the atmosphere here.”
“You’re very fair, I like that.”
Of course people still have bad days, but I’ve
absolutely noticed a significant reduction in
incidents and arguments. In the early months of
my job at NTSFB, it was the norm for people to
become upset and escalated incidents were more
commonplace. Now weeks and months go by
relatively smoothly, and I know this is a result of
our bringing clients into the program as volunteers
and, over time, inviting them to join our VAC. There
is more camaraderie, deeper understanding and
respect all around.
In closing I encourage you to take whatever small
step you can towards making more space for your
food bank clients to become involved in running the
program. Even if it is as small as inviting clients to
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From Brianna:

Having a more engaged volunteer team has done
wonders for our program. Our volunteers come with

It has been an incredible year of discovery and

diverse viewpoints and skills, from computer skills to

growth for us in NTSFB and it’s exciting to get to

organizational skills, and offer different and creative

share it.

ways to solve problems. Having the structure of the
VAC formalizes this, which encourages and grows

There are two things I hope our fellow food program

engaged participation.

coordinators will take away from this toolkit:
When volunteers are given important decision
1. The only way to have a food program that

making powers, it confers responsibility, which

reflects our values of fairness, equity and social

communicates trust. This experience can be

transformation is by having client-volunteers be part

transformative for people. One volunteer recently

of it.

said to me “Six months ago I never would have
dreamed of applying for that job, but after being

2. Food program coordinators need to share power

on the VAC I know I can do that kind of work and I

with our volunteers, especially our client-volunteers:

have something to offer”. For an organization with as

it leads to clear benefits for the community we serve,

much recognition as Daily Bread, to share decision-

our volunteers, the program, and us.

making power with the people who use our services
(even just at the level of our on-site food bank) is

This is an incredibly humbling job, because I work

significant: it means lending institutional legitimacy

with a team of volunteers who are brilliant and

to the knowledge that already exists within low

committed, and they bring a diverse array of skills

income communities.

and life experiences to their work. For this reason,
I focus my energy on supporting and encouraging

We are learning a lot in NTSFB, from our mistakes as

volunteers, cultivating their leadership, and giving

well as our successes. We are just one food program

them the tools and confidence to trust their own

among the diverse network of Daily Bread member

judgment. I want to support them to work well with

agencies and I know that Sangye and myself along

each other, to make decisions, and to take action in

with our VAC are excited to continue to collaborate

collaborative ways.

and share ideas with you beyond this project. Thank
you for your continued commitment to social change

After four years as Information and Referral Services

through and within your programs.

Coordinator, I can tell you that there is no better
referral than one made by someone who has actually

Brianna Greaves

used that service: it’s also a beautiful thing to

Information and Referral Services Coordinator

witness the kind of connection and understanding

Daily Bread Food Bank

that comes when someone has “been there”. I’ve

416.203.0050 x281

seen the relief on a client’s face when a volunteer

brianna@dailybread.ca

says, “Oh, I’ve used that service, they are helpful:
go to the main desk and ask for so-and-so”, or talks
to a client in a way that makes them feel deeply
respected and understood.
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